
IAN'S RECOMMENDED PLUGINS

PLUGIN WHAT IT DOES

AI PDF Super-fast, interactive chats with PDFs of any size, complete with page references for fact checking.

Ambition Search millions of jobs near you

Argil AI Generate images without learning how to prompt.

AskYourPDF Unlocks the power of your PDFs!, dive into your documents, find answers, and bring information to your fingertips.

BrowserOp Browse dozens of webpages in one query. Fetch information more efficiently.

Canva Create anything in a snap, from presentations and logos to social media posts and more.

Chat With Excel Transform your spreadsheet interactions and analysis by conversing as if you were a friend.

Diagr.am Build charts, graphs, and more.

Diagrams: Show Me Schemes, Diagrams, Architecture Visualisations, Flow-Charts, Mind Maps. Export and Edit for free!

Doc Maker Generate beautiful PDFs in seconds. Resumes, cover letters, proposals and more. Supports DOCX, XLSX, CSV and more

Earth Generates a map image based on provided location, tilt and style.

Forms.app Generate online forms, surveys, quizzes & more with spot-on questions.

Image Converter Interrogate and Convert an image to any other image format.

ImageSearch Discover complimentary images to enhance your generated article 

Kid's Stories Kid's Personalized Story Maker: Input names & traits for a unique tale! Choose length & age for a perfect fit.

Make A Sheet Generate a csv file that can directly be imported into Google Sheets or MS Excel.

Meme Generator Your AI meme generator

MindfuldataAI Search with Google. You can search the web with Google when you are asking a question about something recent

MixerBox OnePlayer Unlimited music, podcasts, and videos across various genres. Enjoy endless listening with our rich playlists!

MixerBox WebSearchG Search and summarize the web with our customized search engine powered by Google Search API!

NewsPilot Breaking global news in brief, 15000 news sources from worldwide.

Prompt Perfect Start your prompt with 'perfect' to craft the perfect prompt, every time.

QR Generator Generate QR Codes

Questmate Forms Create forms, checklists and workflows (we call 'em Quests!) that you can assign, schedule or make public.

Scraper Scrape content from webpages by providing a URL.

Scraping Bee Search Google for finding general information and urls. Or scrape websites 

Smart Slides Smart Slides: AI-powered tool for rapid PowerPoint presentations. Just input needs and let AI do the rest.

Stories Create beautiful, illustrated stories easily.

Storybooks Create bedtime stories that instill a love for reading, spark creativity, and build important life skills.

Theres An AI For It Find the right AI tools for any use case, from the world's largest database of AI tools.

VoxScript Enables searching of YouTube transcripts, web browsing/searching, and more!

Whimsical Diagrams Create and edit flowcharts and mind maps.

Wikipedia Ask questions about general knowledge, current events, and breaking news, and get up-to-date data

Wolfram Access computation, math, curated knowledge & real-time data through Wolfram|Alpha and Wolfram Language.

World News Summarize news headlines. You can ask for the latest news from various sources around the world.


